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FRAME: Four width configurations
are available: 10’, 12.5’, 15’ and 20’.
The frame of the AerWay is a
structural steel weldment with
integral weight trays. The frame
has Category III front brackets
and integral rear brackets for the
attachment of an optional AerWay
Pull Type Wheel Kit. Additional
Hard Points on the frame allow

The AerWay AWS Straight Frame machine has been developed
to satisfy the demands of farmers working smaller to moderate
acreages. AerWays Quick Adjust swing arms allow the user to
choose the degree of compaction relief, cultivation, aeration, and/or
residue incorporation.

User Testimonials
One Mid-Western tester called in positively giddy about the performance of his 30Ft AerWay
outfitted with the new Leaf Tines (set-up tines leaning in). He said after all the years and
thousands of acres he had run with AerWay machines that this was absolutely the best
performing AerWay and field finish he has ever experienced. He is able to run his Leaf Tine
machine with less ballasting. Whereas he normally has to carry several concrete blocks with
the Standard Tine configuration.
He said that he is running on soybean stubble with the swing arms at 5 degree angle. He was
adamant that he feels we really have a winner with this tine"
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